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Abstract
Atmospheric rivers (ARs) are long, narrow regions of water vapor in the Earth’s atmosphere that transport heat and moisture
from the tropics to the mid-latitudes. ARs are often associated with extreme weather events in North America and contribute
significantly to water supply and flood risk. However, characterizing ARs has been a major challenge due to the lack of a
universal definition and their structural variations. Existing AR detection tools (ARDTs) produce distinct AR boundaries for
the same event, making the risk assessment of ARs a difficult task. Understanding these uncertainties is crucial to improving
the predictability of AR impacts, including their landfall areas and associated precipitation, which could cause catastrophic
flooding and landslides over the coastal regions. In this work, we develop an uncertainty visualization framework that captures
boundary and interior uncertainties, i.e., structural variations, of an ensemble of ARs that arise from a set of ARDTs. We first
provide a statistical overview of the AR boundaries using the contour boxplots of Whitaker et al. that highlight the structural
variations of AR boundaries based on their nesting relationships. We then introduce the topological skeletons of ARs based on
Morse complexes that characterize the interior variation of an ensemble of ARs. We propose an uncertainty visualization of
these topological skeletons, inspired by MetroSets of Jacobson et al. that emphasizes the agreements and disagreements across
the ensemble members. Through case studies and expert feedback, we demonstrate that the two approaches complement each
other, and together they could facilitate an effective comparative analysis process and provide a more confident outlook on an
AR’s shape, area, and onshore impact.

CCS Concepts
• Human-centered computing → Scientific visualization; Visualization application domains;

1. Introduction

Atmospheric rivers are long, narrow bands of highly concentrated
water vapor in the atmosphere. They transport large amounts of
moisture over great distances in a “river”-like structure, often from
the tropics to the mid-latitudes [RDC∗18]. ARs play a pivotal role
in the Earth’s hydrologic cycle and are potentially responsible for
90% of the global moisture transport [ZN98]. Regionally, they can
contribute to the replenishment of freshwater and offer relief to
drought conditions [DRD∗11, Det13]. Locally, however, ARs have
been responsible for extreme weather events by producing heavy
precipitation and severely impacting human and environmental sys-
tems. Especially along the U.S. west coast, where ARs make land-
fall and interact with mountain environments to produce orographic
precipitation [NRW∗08], ultimately contributing to catastrophic
flooding and landslides [HSSL00, KWN∗13, RSR14]. Significant
research efforts have been dedicated to understanding ARs, includ-
ing analyzing their frequencies and duration [KC22], tracking their
trajectories and point of landfall [GW19], exploring their relation-

ships with lower level winds [WG17] and the jet stream [SK16],
evaluating their influence on snowpack [CLWR19], and identify-
ing long-term climate trends [PDL∗20].

On the other hand, there have been substantial debates on the def-
inition and detection of ARs over the past few decades [RDC∗18].
A number of AR detection methods have been established on
several large datasets for different purposes, using various AR
definitions. One common reanalysis quantity used in characteriz-
ing ARs is the Integrated Vapor Transport (IVT) field calculated
from a combination of water vapor and wind [ZN98]. Most re-
cent AR detection tools (ARDTs) leverage IVT for identifying
ARs [GW15, ORL∗20, RSR14, RKLS20]. However, these tools
identify ARs with uncertainties — in particular, large structural
variations — as they incorporate different geometric and tempo-
ral criteria, and use absolute or relative IVT thresholds [RSL∗19].
Understanding, quantifying, and potentially reducing these uncer-
tainties is crucial to estimate the global reach and impacts of ARs.
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The Atmospheric River Tracking Intercomparison Project (ART-
MIP) [RSL∗19] was established to “understand and quantify un-
certainties in atmospheric river science based on choice of detec-
tion/tracking methodology”. The ARTMIP categorizes five main
parameters used to identify and track ARs in existing ARDTs: com-
putation type, geometry requirements, threshold requirements, tem-
poral requirements, and regions. All participating ARDTs provide
their respective AR catalogs, computed using the same underly-
ing IVT from the MERRA-2 reanalysis dataset [GMS∗17]. These
catalogs describe AR characteristics such as AR regions, widths,
and lengths. Since all catalogs are produced from the same dataset,
ARTMIP enables a fair comparison among all participants.

With the growing interest in ARs, few existing research have
considered uncertainty visualization of an AR ensemble. A com-
mon uncertainty visualization of ARs overlays their boundaries
onto a background map (e.g., [LSR20, RSL∗19]). As the number
of ARDTs grows, visual clutter becomes a major challenge affect-
ing the effectiveness of the visualization. By leveraging existing
ARTMIP catalogs, we quantify and visualize the uncertainties as-
sociated with an ensemble of ARs identified by a set of ARDTs.
Specifically, we focus on visualizing the boundary and interior un-
certainties that reflect structural variations of an ensemble of ARs.
Our contributions include:

• We provide a statistical overview of the AR boundaries using
contour boxplots [WMK13] that highlight the structural varia-
tions of AR boundaries based on their nesting relationships.

• We introduce the topological skeletons of ARs based on Morse
complexes, referred to as AR skeletons, that characterize the
variations among the IVT fields interior to an ensemble of ARs.

• Additionally, we define and extract topological axes from AR
skeletons that reflect the structure of the underlying IVT fields
by tracing the direction of maximum IVT strengths.

• We propose an uncertainty visualization of topological skele-
tons, inspired by MetroSets [JWKN21], that highlights the
agreements and disagreements among the topological skeletons
across the ensemble members. This visualization is achieved by
a novel straightening step that helps to better align the skeletons.

• We demonstrate via multiple case studies and expert feedback
that our uncertainty visualizations are effective in estimating im-
pacts and producing useful insights of ARs.

2. Related Work

Uncertainty quantification is crucial for climate applications, espe-
cially for studying extreme events. With increasing computing re-
sources, ensemble datasets are created to express the uncertainties
generated by a collection of methods. Such information could be
useful in guiding infrastructure design, planning, and maintenance.
In this section, we first review related work on ensemble and uncer-
tainty visualization with a focus on climate applications. We then
discuss the characterization and uncertainty visualization of ARs.

Ensemble and uncertainty visualization. Wang et al. [WHLS19]
categorized ensemble visualization based on ensemble data types,
visualization techniques (point, curves, surfaces, volumes, and non-
spatial representations), and analysis tasks (overview, compare,
cluster, trends, features, and parameters). Ensemble data introduce

uncertainty due to multiple instances of the same physical quan-
tity [WHLS19]; see uncertainty visualization surveys [PWL∗97,
PRJ12, KDJ∗21] with [Pan08] focusing on natural hazards.

In meteorology and climatology, uncertainty visualization is
often used to analyze ensembles of simulation data. Potter
et al. [PWB∗09] presented Ensemble-Vis, an interactive tool that
provides a set of overview and statistical displays that highlight the
probabilistic characteristics of ensemble data. They focused on ap-
plications in short-term weather forecasting and climate modeling.
Biswas et al. [BLLS17] explored the uncertainty in time-varying
weather simulation ensembles. They investigated the sensitivities
of input parameters and compared accuracies across varying res-
olutions. Sanyal et al. [SZD∗10] introduced a tool called Noo-
dles that visualizes point and curve-based uncertainties, with ap-
plications in numerical weather prediction ensembles. They used
graduated uncertainty glyphs and ribbons to show the uncertainty
of ensemble members and the ensemble as a whole, respectively.
For curve-based uncertainties, Zhang et al. [ZCL∗21] proposed a
novel method of variable spatial spreading and generated spaghetti
plots to show the uncertainty of each variable. Their interactive
tool was used to identify important features within a weather fore-
cast ensemble and to investigate the global and local consistencies.
Whitaker et al. [WMK13] introduced contour boxplots that com-
pute order statistics on an ensemble of contours based on their nest-
ing relationships. They extended contour boxplots to streamlines
and pathlines and introduced curve boxplots [MWK14]. Both tech-
niques were used in visualizing an ensemble of hurricane tracks
and weather forecast simulations.

Several recent techniques focus on structural variations among
topological descriptors. Yan et al. [YWM∗20] studied structural av-
erages of an ensemble of merge trees. Athawale et al. [AMY∗22]
visualized the uncertainty of an ensemble of 2D Morse complexes.
They derived statistical summaries for the Morse complexes and
demonstrated the effectiveness of their visualization via scientific
datasets, including wind forecasting and ocean eddy simulation. In
this paper, we also propose an uncertainty visualization of Morse
complexes. Whereas Athawale et al. introduced statistical summary
maps that characterize the uncertain behavior of gradient flows, our
work focuses on the structural variations of AR skeletons, which
are 1D skeletons of Morse complexes of the IVT field interior to
the ARs. In our setting, each AR skeleton is a subset of the Morse
complex computed from the same underlying IVT field.

Characterization and uncertainty visualization of ARs. Char-
acterizing ARs has often been a challenging task due to their
varying geometric and temporal features. Rutz et al. [RSL∗19]
characterized AR events by their frequency, duration, seasonal-
ity, and other metrics related to water vapor transport. Inda-Diaz
et al. [IDOZC21] studied the sizes of ARs, including their lengths,
widths, and areas. Wick et al. [WNR13] characterized ARs us-
ing the positions of their axes. To estimate an AR axis, they
used skeletonization, an image processing technique that reduces
an AR region to a spine with single-pixel width that is equidis-
tant to the boundaries. Guan and Waliser [GW15, GW19] intro-
duced an axis extraction method that aimed to capture the maxi-
mum IVT strength along the direction of the AR. We propose a
topology-based method to compute a topological skeleton based on
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a gradient-based topological descriptor called the Morse complex,
which captures the IVT structure inside an AR region. A topologi-
cal axis could then be extracted from the topological skeleton.

Since the initiation of ARTMIP, much research has emerged to
understand the uncertainties of an AR ensemble formed from a set
of ARDTs. As an early ARTMIP study, Ralph et al. [RWS∗18]
conducted a performance analysis of ARDTs at a specific lo-
cation in California. They measured the sensitivity of the fre-
quency, duration, and intensity of ARs to a chosen ARDT.
They concluded that the ARDTs with more restrictive geomet-
ric requirements and higher IVT thresholds identified fewer AR
events. Chen et al. [CLG∗18] investigated the relationship be-
tween ARs in the western U.S. and precipitation, whereas Shields
et al. [SWMC∗22] focused on evaluating uncertainties of Antarc-
tic ARs. Zhou et al. [ZOU∗21] studied the uncertainties in the AR
lifecycles based on the ARDT and found an increase in agreement
of landfall activities for stronger AR events. Rutz et al. [RSL∗19]
analyzed over 20 AR detection and tracking methods to quantify
uncertainties (in AR frequency, duration, and intensity) on a clima-
tological global scale from 1980 to 2017. Lora et al. [LSR20] also
investigated AR consensus on a global scale. They found that most
discrepancies occurred during small and weak events, but ARDTs
mostly agree on general AR footprints.

Regarding visualization techniques, traditional boxplots, scatter-
plots, histograms, and line charts are often used to describe sta-
tistical summaries of the AR characteristics [ZOU∗21, RSL∗19,
ORL∗20]. Rutz et al. [RSL∗19] used panel charts (multiple charts
arranged in a grid) of focused AR regions to compare ARDTs. Lora
et al. [LSR20] also used panel charts to show the spatial distri-
butions of AR frequencies. In addition to overlaying AR bound-
aries [RSL∗19, LSR20], we apply contour boxplots [WMK13] to
study their structural variations.

3. Background

Morse complexes. Let f : M ⊂ R2 → R be a continuous func-
tion defined on a 2D smooth manifold. A point x ∈M is a critical
point if its gradient ∇ f (x) = 0; otherwise it is a regular point. f
is a Morse function if all critical points of f are nondegenerate.
Given a Morse function f , an integral line is a maximal path at
any regular point x whose tangent vectors agree with the gradi-
ent [EHZ01]. Each integral line starts and ends at a critical point,
i.e., a maximum, minimum, or saddle point. The descending mani-
fold surrounding a local maximum p includes p itself and all regu-
lar points whose integral lines end at p. The descending manifolds
decompose the domain into 2-cells, whereas integral lines connect-
ing the critical points are the 1-cells, and critical points are the 0-
cells. These cells form a complex called a Morse complex of f . For
example, given a 2D Morse function in Fig. 1 (A), the descending
manifold of the local maximum p in Fig. 1 (B) is colored in green.
Points inside the green 2-cell have integral lines ending at p.

In our setting, we compute the 1D skeleton of the Morse com-
plex of an IVT field f defined on a 2D domain, which is formed by
the local maxima and saddles connected by 1-cells. The 1D skele-
ton inside an AR region is its topological skeleton (AR skeleton,
in short). We apply persistence simplification [ELZ00] to Morse
complexes to remove noise and retain significant features.

A B

Figure 1: (A) A graph (x, f (x)) of a Morse function f . (B) Descend-
ing manifolds forming the Morse complex of f : colored regions are
2-cells; black lines are 1-cells; red, blue, and gray points denote
local maxima, local minima, and saddles, respectively.

Contour boxplots. Whitaker et al. [WMK13] introduced contour
boxplots as a generalization of the conventional boxplots. Contour
boxplots extend the notion of band depth [LPR09] to quantify the
nesting relations among a set of contours. Given an ensemble of
sets, the set band depth of a set for a given j is the probability
that the set lies in the band defined by a random selection of j
sets from the ensemble. Formally, given an ensemble of sets E =
{S1, . . . ,Sn}, where Si ⊂ U with U being the universal set. A set
S ∈ E is considered to be an element of a band of j other sets
(S1, . . . ,S j ∈ E), denoted as sB(S1, . . . ,S j), if it is bounded by their
intersection and union [WMK13],

S ∈ sB(S1, . . . ,S j)⇐⇒∩ j
k=1Sk ⊂ S ⊂ ∪ j

k=1Sk.

Then the set band depth (sBD) is defined as

sBDJ(S) =
J

∑
j=2

P[S ∈ sB(S1, . . . ,S j)].

Applying sBD to contours, Whitaker et al. introduced the contour
band depth (cBD) and provided an algorithm for its computation.
They additionally relaxed the definition of subset and introduced
a parameter ε to allow a small percent of each set to violate the
traditional definition of subset.

We model an ensemble of AR boundaries as contours and ap-
ply contour boxplots to provide an overview of their distribution.
We compute the cBD for each AR boundary. A ranking of cBD
from maximum to minimum produces a median-to-extrema order-
ing of the AR boundaries. Similar to box plots, the boundary with
the largest cBD corresponds to the median, and the middle 50th
percentile includes the boundaries in the first half of this ranking.

MetroSets. Jacobsen et al. [JWKN21] introduced MetroSets for
visualizing set systems. An input set system is modeled as a hyper-
graph H = (V,E) where V is the set of vertices and E is the set of
hyperedges. Using the metro map metaphor, each vertex in V rep-
resents a metro station, and each hyperedge in E represents a metro
line. The MetroSets visualization imposes the constraint that the
edges are only allowed to be horizontal, vertical, or have an angle
of ±45◦. Given these constraints, the system optimizes for several
desirable properties such as minimum edge crossings, monotone
metro lines, and uniform distances between adjacent stations. We
introduce an uncertainty visualization of AR skeletons, inspired by
MetroSets, that highlights their structural variations.
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4. Data

All participating ARDTs of ARTMIP identify AR regions with
the same IVT fields from MERRA-2 reanalysis data [GMS∗17]
(provided by the NASA Global Modeling and Assimilation Of-
fice) [RSL∗19]. MERRA-2 IVT is a 3-hourly dataset with a hor-
izontal resolution of 0.625◦×0.5◦. The IVT is calculated as

IV T (kg ·m−1 · s−1) =
1
g

∫ Ptop

Ps f c

qV d p,

where g is the gravitational acceleration, q is the specific humid-
ity, and V is the horizontal vector wind. MERRA-2 IVT is calcu-
lated from 1000 hPa (Ps f c) to 300 hPa (Ptop) using 21 pressure
levels [CDMCR21]. IVT has the unit kgm−1s−1 to indicate the
amount of water vapor transported over a single grid per second.

We use a subset of 13 representative ARDTs from ART-
MIP suggested by AR experts and prior works: ar_connect,
climatenet, guan_waliser_v3, mundhenk_v3, panlu,
reid500, rutz, sail_v1, teca_bard_v1.0.1, tem-
pest_250, tempest_500, tempest_700, and lora_v2.
For each ARDT, we use 6-hourly catalog data that include the AR
regions identified at each time step. For guan_waliser_v3, AR
axes are also provided. Our analysis focuses on individual AR case
studies (on January 7–9, 2017 and October 23–24, 2006) supple-
mented with some statistics for the years 2017 and 2006.

5. Method

Given an ensemble of ARs produced by 13 ARDTs of the ART-
MIP catalogs, we examine uncertainties that arise from boundary
(Sec. 5.1) and interior variations (Sec. 5.2) of ARs. We also discuss
our method for extracting the topological axes of ARs (Sec. 5.3).

5.1. Boundary Variations

Given an ensemble of ARs, we first overlay AR boundaries on top
of a shared IVT field, see Fig. 2 (left) for an example. Each bound-
ary is colored by its corresponding ARDT using a categorical col-
ormap. The IVT field in the background is visualized using a di-
verging colormap together with a world map in orange.

From a complementary viewpoint, we compute a contour
boxplot with ε = 0.001, allowing tolerance in computing contour
band depth (cBD) when the AR boundaries intersect. We obtain a
ranking of the ARDTs from the maximum to the minimum cBD:
lora_v2, ar_connect, teca_bard_v1.0.1, panlu,
mundhenk_v3, rutz, tempest_250, tempest_500,
reid500, tempest_700, sail_v1, guan_waliser_v3,
and climatenet. This ranking orders the AR boundaries by
size. The interquartile range (IQR), i.e., middle 50th percentile,
is composed of the first six ARDTs in the ranking that identify
ARs that are medium in size, the 75th percentile contains the
first nine. We show this hierarchy in the contour box plot with a
sequential colormap where black represents the IQR, purple the
75th percentile, and orange the 100th percentile. In the example
in Fig. 2 (right), the IQR is drawn in a thin black band, indicating
high agreement among the ARDTs in the middle 50th percentile.
The ARDTs between the 50th and the 75th percentile all identified

slightly smaller regions for this AR. We confirm this observation
in the overlaying boundary plot (left) where tempest_250,
tempest_500, reid500 produce smaller AR boundaries. For
the ARDTs between the 75th and the 100th percentile (drawn
in orange), we have the smallest (tempest_700) and the
largest AR boundaries (sail_v1, guan_waliser_v3 and
climatenet, respectively).

IVT0 1500

Figure 2: Boundary variations of an AR ensemble identified on
February 15, 2014. Left: an overlaying boundary plot. Right: a
contour boxplot.

Although the overlaying boundary plot may be sufficient to show
the distribution of a few AR boundaries, as the sample size (i.e.,
number of ARDTs) increases, visual occlusion and clutter become
major challenges for readability and interpretation. The benefit of
a contour boxplot is that it provides a scalable and clear statistical
view of an ensemble of AR boundaries. In this example, we observe
high agreement among the ARDTs in the IQR, and an increase in
boundary variations between the 50th and 75th percentile drawn
in purple, indicating an increase in uncertainty. The orange region
between the 75th and 100th percentile shows the highest disagree-
ment between ARDTs in this band and others in the ensemble.

5.2. Interior Variations

To the best of our knowledge, existing methods that investigate the
uncertainty of an ensemble of ARs focus exclusively on the varia-
tions in the AR boundaries. We propose to investigate, in addition
to the boundary variations, the interior agreements and disagree-
ments of an AR ensemble. Our framework consists of three steps:

1. Characterization. We first summarize the interior structure of an
AR region by computing the Morse complex of its underlying
IVT field and extracting its 1D skeleton. The resulting topolog-
ical skeleton captures the maximum strengths of the underlying
IVT field interior to the AR region.

2. Straightening. We further simplify the topological skeleton of
an AR to a graph with straight edges between selected nodes.
We create a metro map representation for each AR.

3. Uncertainty Visualization. Given an ensemble of ARs in the
same region at the same time step, identified by an ensemble
of ARDTs, we compute a metro map for each member. We con-
struct the MetroSets visualization by overlaying the individual
metro maps and shifting them strategically to reveal all edges.

5.2.1. Extracting Topological Skeletons

Inspired by previous works [WNR13,GW19] that characterized an
AR using an AR axis, we propose a topology-based method that
characterizes the interior structure of an AR with a graph, referred
to as its topological skeleton. For each AR, our framework takes
two inputs: the AR region given by the catalog data of an ARDT,
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and the underlying IVT field from the MERRA-2 dataset. The out-
put is the 1D skeleton of the Morse complex of the IVT field interior
to the AR region, referred to as the topological skeleton. The Morse
complex traces the maximum-saddle connections of the IVT field,
reflecting the underlying trend of the maximum IVT direction.

In order to separate noise from the significant features in the IVT
field and the subsequent Morse complex, we first apply persistence
simplification to the IVT field. The level of simplification depends
on a predetermined simplification threshold. The resulting Morse
complex preserves the significant topological structures that corre-
spond to prominent IVT trends. We then extract the 1D skeleton of
the Morse complex interior to the AR region.

The AR regions given by the catalog data are binary indicator
matrices with 1 representing the inside of the AR region and 0 out-
side. We treat the pixels with a value 1 as a point cloud. We first de-
fine the AR boundary using an alpha shape [EKS83], which in 2D
is a set of piecewise linear curves associated with the shape of the
point cloud (generalizing the notion of a convex hull). We set the
alpha shape parameter α = 1 as the data lie on a grid with a 1-pixel
resolution. The 1D skeleton of the Morse complex is computed us-
ing TTK [TFL∗17] and intersects the alpha shape. We identify in-
tersection points and extract the subset of the 1D skeleton inside of
the AR region, resulting in the topological skeleton.

Occasionally, the initial topological skeleton may leave the cat-
alog AR region for a short distance before traversing back into the
region, leading to a disconnected skeleton. The phenomenon occurs
mostly in two scenarios, as shown in Fig. 3 (B), when the original
AR region has a narrow section, or as an artifact of the TTK Morse
complex computation. To ensure the connectedness (continuity) of
the skeleton, we introduce a tolerance parameter r, which repre-
sents the radius (in pixels) that we allow the skeleton to be outside
the AR region. We set r = 2, as it is the smallest tolerance in our
experiments to ensure connectedness of the topological skeletons.
Fig. 3 (A) shows an AR with the catalog region drawn in white dots
in the background and the topological skeleton in yellow. We zoom
into the region in the box in (B) and (C). When r = 0, the skeleton
is disconnected due to the irregularities in the AR geometry (B). It
becomes connected when r = 2 in Fig. 3 (C). A connected skele-
ton supports the extraction of a topological axis (see Sec. 5.3), an
example of which is shown in red in Fig. 3 (A).

5.2.2. Straightening Topological Skeletons

Given an ensemble of ARDTs that produce different AR regions
(in the same area at a given time step), we aim to examine their in-
terior variations. Since these AR regions share the same underlying
IVT field, their associated topological skeletons overlap in shared
regions. To visualize multiple skeletons simultaneously, we adapt
the MetroSets visualization for a set system. In the original Met-
roSets [JWKN21], vertices are metro stations and edges are stacked
to show the sections of routes shared by multiple metro lines. Since
Morse complexes are computed from a triangulated domain, their
1D skeletons have complicated geometry, making the stacked edges
difficult to interpret. We propose a straightening strategy that fur-
ther simplifies a topological skeleton before stacking them. We call
a straightened AR skeleton the metro map of an AR.

We aim to straighten the edges of the skeleton while preserving

r = 0 r = 2 

A

B C

IVT0 1500

Figure 3: (A): the topological skeleton (yellow) and topological
axis (red) of an AR region identified by guan_waliser_v3
shown in white dots. (B) and (C) are zoomed-in views of the re-
gion in the box, where r = 2 reconnects the skeleton.

its topological structure. We first identify the boundary nodes (de-
gree 1) and intersection nodes (degree larger than 2) and use them
as the metro map stations. Consecutive edges connected by degree
2 nodes are deemed redundant because they do not contribute to
any topological change in the skeleton. Therefore, we combine con-
secutive degree 2 nodes into a single edge. Fig. 4 (D) illustrates
this process where the green and orange nodes are the boundary
and intersection stations, respectively. We connect these stations
with straight edges using nearest-neighbor searches that respect the
topology of the skeleton. Starting from an intersection station, we
traverse the skeleton in each branch direction until we reach and
connect with the closest neighboring station on each branch. As-
suming that there are no isolated stations in the topological skele-
ton, we complete the construction of the metro map when we finish
the nearest neighbor search for all intersection stations. Fig. 4 (E)
displays the original AR identified by guan_waliser_v3 and
its topological skeleton in blue and the straightened skeleton in red.
The final metro map of the AR is displayed in (F).

guan_waliser_v3

Persistence Simplification

Morse Complex Topological Skeleton

Metro Map Selecting Stations

C
haracterization

Straightening

IVT0 1500

DEF

A B C

Figure 4: Characterization and Straightening pipeline.

5.2.3. Uncertainty Visualization of Skeleton Ensembles

Given an ensemble of ARs, we compute metro maps (i.e., straight-
ened topological skeletons) that capture their interior structures. To
capture the interior variations, we introduce an uncertainty visual-
ization of the skeletons by overlaying metro maps using MetroSets.

We first need to deal with a minor technicality. If we simply
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overlay multiple metro maps, the boundary edges connecting with
the boundary stations may be misaligned across multiple skeletons.
This issue occurs when the boundary edges originating from the
same intersection node v (of multiple skeletons) terminate at dif-
ferent boundary stations; see Fig. 5 (A) for an illustration where
the green and orange regions belong to two different ARs, respec-
tively. Ideally, the boundary edges that belong to the same section
of a topological skeleton should overlap, i.e., edges with the same
label (i.e., label 1 and label 2) in Fig. 5 (B) should share the same
direction. Therefore, we correct the directions of these boundary
edges that originate from station v. To do so, we compute pairwise
angles between these boundary edges and group the edges based
on the proximity of these angles. The boundary edges in Fig. 5 (B)
are split into groups 1 and 2. We use the longest edge in each group
as the final directions of the stacked edges in the metro map. We
apply an orthogonal projection to correct the directions of all other
shorter edges in each group, see Fig. 5 (C).

1

1

2
2

A B

C D
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Figure 5: Realigning boundary edges from multiple metro maps.

Now we have multiple metro maps superimposed upon each
other. The last step of our pipeline is to shift the edges strategi-
cally to avoid visual occlusion. The original MetroSets visualiza-
tion [JWKN21] imposed the octolinearity constraint on each edge
to simplify the shifting process. Octolinearity restricts all edges to
have slopes of a multiple of 45◦, which provides significant con-
venience when shifting edges. However, MetroSets is designed for
tabular data for which geometric locations need not be considered.
Our case differs as the stations originate from the topological skele-
tons of the ARs, and we are required to preserve their geometric lo-
cations. We name the stacked edges in the MetroSets super-edges.
From the ensemble, we are given an arbitrary order of ARDTs,
which corresponds to the order of the edges in the super-edges
of the MetroSets. We maintain the same order for the subset of
ARDTs present in each super-edge during edge shifting, except that
we reverse the order when the edges have negative slopes to ensure
continuity in the MetroSets. The shifting directions are orthogonal
to the edge directions. In Fig. 5 (D), super-edges with positive, and
negative slopes are composed of edges with opposite orders.

In Fig. 6, we show our MetroSets visualization for an AR de-
tected on November 1, 2006, at 12 am. On the left, we have exam-
ples of individual metro maps and AR boundaries from four dif-
ferent ARDTs. The metro maps are drawn in different colors that
correspond to the edge colors in the MetroSet. Some super-edges
in the MetroSet encode all ARDTs that detected an AR in the same
region. We use a thick orange edge to represent these sections of the
AR skeletons that show complete agreement among the ARDTs.

ar_connect

climatenet

guan_waliser_v3

mundhenk_v3

IVT

0

1500

Figure 6: MetroSets visualization for the interior variations of an
AR identified on February 15, 2014. Left: the metro maps for four
individual ARDTs and their identified AR boundaries drawn in
black. Right, the MetroSet for an ensemble of all 13 ARDTs.

5.3. Topological Axes

Furthermore, we could define and extract topological axes from AR
skeletons. Since most ARs in the catalog have elongated shapes, the
axes of an AR should intuitively follow the direction of the diam-
eter of an AR region (i.e., the largest distance that can be formed
between two opposite parallel lines tangent to its boundary). Given
a topological skeleton of an AR, we first select nodes in the skeleton
that are furthest apart from each other and then define their shortest
path in the skeleton to be its topological axis. Fig. 3 (A) shows an
example AR with its topological axis drawn in red. Together with
(B) and (C), Fig. 3 illustrates the importance of having a connected
skeleton to compute a topological axis. Compared to the axis ex-
traction method by Guan and Waliser [GW19], we extract the axis
from our topological skeleton. We remove noise and less important
features from the underlying IVT field using persistence simplifi-
cation; see Fig. 4 (A)-(B). Thus, we are less likely to be stuck in
local maxima or deviate from the main direction of the AR. Com-
pared to the AR axis extracted by an image-based skeletonization
method [WNR13] that considers only the AR geometry, our topo-
logical axis reflects the structure of the underlying IVT field by
tracing the direction of maximum IVT strengths.

6. Case Studies

We apply our uncertainty visualization techniques to study bound-
ary and interior variations of AR ensembles. We focus on two rep-
resentative AR events as case studies: a strong AR event on Jan-
uary 7–9, 2017, and a weak AR event on October 23, 2006. We use
6-hourly data for both events. Martin Ralph et al. [RRC∗19] intro-
duced a scale for the intensity and impact of ARs, mainly consid-
ering two parameters: maximum IVT within the AR region and the
duration of AR conditions. The scale separated ARs into categories
1–5, from weak to strong. According to this scale, our 2017 event
is a Category 4 AR event, which is described to be “mostly haz-
ardous, but also beneficial.” On the contrary, our 2006 case study is
a Category 1 AR event that is “primarily beneficial.”

Overview of results. We demonstrate that the three types of un-
certainty visualizations—boundary plots, contour boxplots, and
MetroSets—produce different insights for AR analyses. We em-
phasize the advantage of contour boxplots and MetroSets over the
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original boundary plots by examining the boundary and interior
variations of the ensemble using these visualizations and the scien-
tific insights they produce. Whereas a boundary plot displays a geo-
metric overview of the individual AR boundaries, a contour boxplot
visualizes a statistical overview of the boundary distributions, thus
highlighting boundary variations among the regions of AR ensem-
bles. Using contour boxplot derived statistics, we could investigate
agreement and disagreement among the AR catalogs produced by
the 13 ARDTs. In particular, we observe their respective differ-
ences in thresholding and geometric requirements as components
of their AR detection criteria in relation to the distribution. By in-
specting the contour boxplots over time, we can identify temporal
changes in the AR from an ensemble perspective.

On the other hand, MetroSets-inspired visualization highlights
the interior variations of an AR ensemble. The (straightened) topo-
logical skeletons used in the MetroSets provide a structural sum-
mary of the ensemble. Compared to the original boundary plots,
the MetroSets show clear interior structural similarities and differ-
ences among the ARs extracted by different ARDTs.

Furthermore, we observe a strong correlation between high-
intensity AR events and high agreement among the AR topo-
logical skeletons extracted by different ARDTs, indicating that
most ARDTs can capture strong ARs, but not moderate and rela-
tively weaker ARs which can still impact certain regions. Addition-
ally, using (known) precipitation anomalies which directly indicate
ARs’ impact, we show that the MetroSets facilitates the prediction
of AR landfall locations and potential AR impact regions (after the
AR makes landfall and dissipates).

Finally, we compute topological axes of ARs and compare them
against existing method by Guan and Waliser [GW19]. We show
that our topological axes span the entire AR regions and are more
consistent across consecutive time steps.

6.1. Case Study: Strong AR Event in 2017

California experienced a series of strong AR events in January and
February 2017. Although these AR events alleviated the state’s wa-
ter storage deficit, they caused disastrous flooding and landslides in
the Bay Area, and significantly damaged the Oroville Dam’s spill-
ways [WBCL18]. In this case study, we examine the AR ensem-
ble from an AR event on January 7-9, 2017. During this three-day
period, an observation site in Venado (California) recorded more
than a foot of precipitation. Sacramento (California) witnessed its
fourth-highest January rainfall on record, almost doubling the Jan-
uary average rainfall. Higher elevation mountain ranges, such as
the Sierra Nevada Mountains, experienced record-breaking snow
falls [DL17].

The contour boxplots enable us to compute a statistical distri-
bution for an ensemble of AR boundaries. Fig. 7 shows the ARDT
identification frequencies computed from the contour boxplots. The
green line reflects the total number of ARs identified by the ARDTs
during this event. The stacked blue and orange bars show the fre-
quencies each ARDT appear in the 50th and the 75th percentile,
respectively. The AR event from January 2017 is shown on the left.
Over the 12 ARDTs in the ensemble, at least 10 identified an AR in
the region at 8 of the 12 time steps, which indicates high agreement

Figure 7: ARDT identification frequencies based on the contour
boxplots. Left: an AR event from January 7-9, 2017. Right: an AR
event from October 23-24, 2017.

on the existence of this AR event, correlating with the high intensity
of the event. We analyze the types of ARDTs in each percentile. For
this event, the top three ARDTs that consistently appear in the IQR
(middle 50th percentile) are ar_connect, mundhenk_v3 and
panlu. Both mundhenk_v3 and panlu use relative IVT thresh-
olds with geometric constraints as their main identification criteria,
whereas ar_connect uses a region growing methodology with
static IVT thresholds for the core and the boundary of the AR. In
contrast, the top three ARDTs that appear in the 50th-75th per-
centile band are tempest_250, tempest_700 and reid500,
all of which use absolute IVT thresholds.

Contour Boxplot  01/08/2017 18:00 Contour Boxplot  01/09/2017  0:00

Precipitation Anomaly 01/09/2017Precipitation Anomaly 01/08/2017

A B

C D

Figure 8: A and B are contour boxplots from two consecutive time
steps that show the changes in the ARDTs’ representations of the
AR’s low pressure system. C and D are the precipitation anomalies
of the corresponding days that reflect the impact of the AR.

The contour boxplots over consecutive time steps also highlight
the temporal changes of the AR ensemble, in terms of the agree-
ment and disagreement of AR regions across ensemble members.
In Fig. 8 (A) and (B), we show the contour boxplots of January 8
at 6 p.m. and January 9 at midnight. The regions in black, indicat-
ing the AR boundaries from the IQR, remain relatively narrow and
mostly consistent. This shows high agreement among the ARDTs
regarding the boundary of this AR. The regions in the red boxes
signify the only significant change across the two time steps, indi-
cating the northwest to north central region to be an area of interest.
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To examine the impact of the AR, we inspect the corresponding
daily precipitation anomaly plots shown in Fig. 8 (C) and (D). A
daily precipitation anomaly is computed using the daily precipita-
tion during the AR event subtracting the daily average precipitation
of the month of January over a period of 42 years (from 1980 to
2021). As the AR forms, moisture moves up ahead of the cold front
that forms the main body of the AR. As time progresses, the mois-
ture gets wrapped into a low pressure system that forms the curve
at the northwest section of the AR. At 6 p.m. on January 8, 2017,
there is high agreement among the ARDTs for the low pressure
system of the AR. Six hours later, the same section of the AR ex-
hibits a low degree of agreement among the ARDTs. This effect is
reflected in the precipitation anomaly of the corresponding regions.
In Fig. 8 (C), there is higher precipitation in the region of the low
pressure system. In Fig. 8 (D), there is lower precipitation in the
same region and a gap appears in the precipitation distribution in-
dicated by the orange arrow. This gap corresponds to the boundary
of the AR region for many ARDTs.

However, the moisture in the low pressure system continues to
impact the corresponding area on the ocean, and we can appreciate
ARDTs that account for this moisture. From the MetroSets visu-
alization of the same time step in Fig. 9, we know that rutz and
sail_v1 are the two ARDTs that continue to characterize this
low pressure system towards the end of the AR event.

We continue to study the AR event using the MetroSets visual-
ization; see Fig. 9. Throughout this case study, the MetroSets are
computed using an absolute persistence threshold of 30, selected
by balancing the degree of clarity and the level of details in the
MetroSets. We overlay MetroSets with the underlying IVT fields,
where all IVT fields across all time steps have consistent scaling. In
the MetroSets visualization, the legends with empty boxes indicate
that the corresponding ARDT algorithms did not identify an AR
in this region (at the particular time step). The thick orange edges
in the MetroSets represent complete agreement among all ARDTs
that identified an AR in the region (at the particular time step).

The MetroSets visualization gives us a more detailed overview
on the interior variations of the individual ARs produced by differ-
ent ARDTs. For this high-intensity event, almost all ARDTs agree
on the existence of the AR across most time steps. Looking at the
underlying IVT field, the AR is of the highest intensity between 6
a.m. on January 8 and midnight of January 9. Following the thick
orange edge of the core section of the AR during this period in
Fig. 9, we see that there is high agreement among ensemble mem-
bers that the AR moved toward the direction of Sacramento (as
indicated by the yellow star).

At 12 p.m. on January 8, 2017 (see Fig. 9), the AR impact splits
into two directions, one to the north toward the ocean and the other
around and to the south of Sacramento. The core section of the AR,
identified by all but 2 ARDTs in the ensemble, continued to move
toward the Sacramento direction at 6 p.m. on January 8. The second
direction of the split in the MetroSets sustained the highest impact
from the AR on land. The two figures on the right of Fig. 9 show
the precipitation anomaly of January 8 and 9, 2017. Apart from the
high impact on the costal region, Sacramento is located exactly in
the inland region of high precipitation anomaly. Moreover, as time

progresses, the MetroSets visualizations clearly show that the AR
impact moves more inland and south during the next 12 hours.

This insight is further confirmed by the precipitation anomaly
plot on January 9, 2019, where the precipitation spreads into more
inland regions. An additional observation from the MetroSets is
that the ARDT guan_waliser_v3 (drawn in green) consis-
tently captures the moisture with further land penetration, indicated
by the red boxes in the MetroSets. The corresponding red box in
the precipitation anomaly plot shows that although many ARDTs
do not consider these inland moisture as part of the AR, they still
cause a significant impact on the precipitation of the region as time
progresses. This information could be useful for scientists studying
inland AR activities in states such as Utah and Colorado.

01/08/2017  6:00 01/08/2017  12:00

01/08/2017 18:00 01/09/2017 0:00 Precipitation Anomaly 01/09/2017

Precipitation Anomaly 01/08/2017

IVT
0
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Figure 9: We show how MetroSets inform scientists about AR im-
pact. The yellow star marks the location of Sacramento and the red
boxes show the inland penetration of guan_waliser_v3. Left:
the MetroSets in 6-hour intervals on January 8, 2017. Right: pre-
cipitation anomaly for January 8 and 9, 2017.

6.2. Case Study: Weak AR Event in October 2006

Our second case study follows an AR event from October 23 to
24, 2006, which terminates along the coast of British Columbia.
The relatively weak AR event brought light precipitation with no
significant impact. Rutz et al. [RSL∗19] provided a brief analysis
of this event and stated that the ARDTs generally disagreed with
the occurrence of AR conditions during this period. Specifically,
rutz and tempest methods most frequently identified the AR.
We confirm their findings but provide additional insights.

Due to the low intensity of the AR event, ARDTs show min-
imal agreement on its existence. Statistical analysis via contour
boxplot (see Fig. 7 right) reveals that rutz, tempest_250,
and climatenet most commonly detected the AR. These meth-
ods feature less stringent IVT thresholds and geometric criteria.
More restrictive methods such as panlu, reid500, and tem-
pest_700 only identified one AR over the five time steps. This
observation confirms the findings from Rutz et al. [RSL∗19] that
more restrictive methods often miss weak AR events, whereas
less restrictive methods detect both strong and weak events. Apart
from tempest_250, guan_waliser_v3, mundhenk_v3,
teca_bard_v1.0.1 and lora_v2 are also often in the IQR
of the AR boundary distribution. Among all above ARDTs, tem-
pest_250 is the only one using absolute IVT threshold, high-
lighting the effectiveness of methods using relative IVT thresholds,
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especially in detecting weak AR events. In Fig. 10, we show the
overlaying boundary plots and contour boxplots at the start of the
AR event. Most ARDTs in the ensemble identified the AR at these
two time steps. The 50 percentile bands in the contour boxplots are
narrow, indicating high agreement on the region of the AR.

10/23/2006  0:00 10/23/2006  6:00

Figure 10: The overlaying boundary plots and contour boxplots at
the start of the AR event.

We show the MetroSets visualization of this AR event in Fig. 11.
On the top, we have the MetroSets at 6-hour intervals. On the bot-
tom, we show the precipitation anomaly on October 23 and 24,
2006. Since this AR event has less complex geometric structures
than the one from the previous case study, we use a reduced ab-
solute persistence threshold of 20 to compute the MetroSets. We
can deduce low intensity of the AR event by the high disagreement
among the ARDTs on the existence of this AR.

Following the thick orange edge in the MetroSet visualization in
Fig. 11, we see that the core section of the AR decreases in length as
it moves toward the coast and also to the south as time progresses.
This indicates that the ARDTs agree on the trajectory of the AR
and the potential impact region. The corresponding precipitation
plots depict the same pattern that the precipitation moved towards
the southern part of the coast. Nevertheless, there is substantial dis-
agreement for the section of the AR approaching land. Over time,
a few ARDTs persisted in identifying an AR in the region. The re-
maining ARDTs at 12 p.m. and 6 p.m. show that the AR impact
diverges into multiple directions, with minimal land penetration,
see the red boxes in Fig. 11. This suggests that the effect of the
AR dissipated as it approached land. The precipitation anomaly on
October 23 and 24 reflects this transition precisely.

In Fig. 11 (A), there was high precipitation on the coast and also
in the ocean. By October 24, shown in Fig. 11 (B), there was little
precipitation observed on land or the ocean, although some precipi-
tation continued to occur along the coast. The MetroSets also show
that climatenet consistently identifies a much larger region
than other algorithms, especially in the southwest direction. cli-
matenet is the only ARDT that uses deep learning techniques and
it produces drastically different results compared to other methods.
Rutz also identifies a larger region for the AR for most of the time
steps. For the last time step, Rutz connects two regions with rela-
tively high IVT values and identifies a region much larger than any
other algorithm in the ensemble. From the precipitation plot, we
deduce that rutz is potentially connecting multiple AR regions.

A B
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Figure 11: Top: AR event progressions in 6-hour intervals on Octo-
ber 23. Bottom: precipitation anomaly on October 23 and 24, 2006.

6.3. Case Study: Topological Axes of AR

In this case study, we compare our topological axes and the AR axes
computed from guan_waliser_v3. Guan_waliser_v3 uses
a local search method that first identifies the pixel with the maxi-
mum IVT value and traces the axis along the overall IVT direction.
We use the topological skeleton of the AR which we compute from
the Morse complex of the IVT, and we leverage the empirical ob-
servation that most ARs have elongated shapes.

12/29/1996  6:00 12/29/1996  12:00

12/29/1996  18:00 12/30/1996  0:00

Figure 12: Comparison between the AR axis computed by Guan
and Waslier (red) and our topological axis (yellow).

In Fig. 12, we show the AR regions by guan_waliser_v3
in white, the associated AR axes in red, and our topological axes
in yellow. There are four consecutive time steps, with 6-hour
intervals. In the first time step, guan_waliser_v3 identifies
an AR axis that spans the entire length of the AR region. Our
topological method identifies a similar axis with few discrepan-
cies. However, as we move forward in time, the AR axes from
guan_waliser_v3 fail to cover the entire AR region and have
inconsistent locations. In contrast, our topological axes consistently
span the entire region of the ARs. The advantage of our topo-
logical axes is that after persistence simplification, features with
less persistence, hence less important in the axis computation, are
removed from our topological skeletons. Compared to the local
search method by guan_waliser_v3, we are less likely to be
stuck in local maxima and deviate from the main axis of the AR.
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7. Expert Feedback

Throughout the development of our framework, we regularly con-
sulted climate scientists from a national laboratory, who provided
valuable insights regarding the usability of the visualization and
the analysis of AR events using these visualizations. To formally
evaluate our methods, we conducted a series of 45-60 minute inter-
views with five AR scientists. All experts are either research scien-
tists (E1-E4) at national laboratories or professors (E5) at research
universities in the department of earth and atmospheric sciences.
All experts are knowledgeable about ARs and have publications
on AR-related processes. They all have extensive experience using
visualizations in their climate research, although their experiences
in designing new visualization techniques vary, ranging from no
experience to expert level. We ensured that the experts had a suffi-
cient understanding of our visualization framework by including a
thorough introduction to our uncertainty visualization techniques.
The interviews commenced with a tutorial on contour boxplots and
MetroSets, followed by a case study presentation of the January 7-
9, 2017 AR event. Scientists were then invited to offer feedback on
the framework’s usability, utility, and future potential.

Overall, we received overwhelmingly positive feedback. All ex-
perts agreed that the MetroSets was "super intuitive", especially
after seeing an example of a train map. E1 commented that for any-
one familiar with the map of the trains, MetroSets is easy to under-
stand. In contrast, the contour boxplot was "novel" but more diffi-
cult to understand because the 75th percentile could contain smaller
boundaries than the 50th percentile. E4 commented that “it took me
a while to understand what is being plotted. But after I understand
it, it is a very useful visualization". Other experts agreed with E4.
E3 added that the contour boxplots and the MetroSets complement
each other and are more informative when used together.

For the utility of the visualizations, experts agreed that the con-
tour boxplot provides a useful statistical view, especially as time
progresses. E1 said that the contour boxplot helps display the
"spatial extent" of the AR. Combined with the boundary plot, re-
searchers can determine "immediately which ARs conform to the
traditional shape definition and which ones do not". E2 commented
that it "highlights high agreement areas and it provides more infor-
mation than the overlapping boundary plot". For the MetroSets,
experts appreciated its simple visual effect without clutter, which
facilitates an efficient analysis process. E1 commented that the user
"can get a lot of information in a short amount of time". Empha-
sizing the thick orange edge where the ARDTs agree, E3, E4, and
E5 all commented that the MetroSets brought more clarity to “the
core of the AR". Some experts expressed interest in the AR’s land-
fall location. E3 noted "we can see where the AR made landfall
with many of the ARDTs, which is incredible". E5 added that "it
also helps highlight the disagreements after the AR made landfall
and reached more inland". On a higher level, E4 remarked that the
MetroSets visualization "goes a step further than computing the
boudaries; it gives insights to the inner structure of the AR".

Regarding potential improvements, E3 suggested that we could
experiment with the combination and ordering of the color palette
for MetroSets. This could help improve the contrast and readability
of the visualization. The case study presentation to the experts also
inspired discussions of various future research directions. E4 pro-

posed a climatological study on ARDTs using contour boxplots.
E5 raised the question of whether the 50th percentile band in the
contour boxplot differs systematically within an AR’s life cycle.
Beyond the analysis of past ARs, both E3 and E4 mentioned the
potential applications in AR prediction, especially the uncertainty
forecasting of the "core", the landfalling location, and the AR im-
pact. E4 also proposed to define a metric for the topological skele-
tons. The metric would enable a quantitative comparison among the
ARDTs, and could potentially improve the current AR tracking al-
gorithms. Along a similar line, E5 suggested the idea of computing
a composite or an average of an AR using the MetroSets.

We concluded each expert interview on a positive note, with ex-
perts putting forward potentially impactful research questions and
suggesting possible solutions using our visualizations. E3 praised
the project effort as a whole, saying "many atmospheric scien-
tists are not necessarily trained in data visualization...there are pa-
pers with incredible findings that can be communicated much more
clearly by a really good visualization".

8. Conclusion and Discussion

We propose two uncertainty visualization techniques to facilitate
the analysis of an ensemble of ARs generated by a set of ARDTs.
The contour boxplot [WMK13] offers a statistical overview of the
AR boundary variations, whereas the MetroSets [JWKN21] in-
spired visualization of topological skeletons provides a detailed
view on the interior structure of the ensemble members. We pre-
sented case studies to demonstrate that our visualizations help sci-
entists gain more confidence in their scientific discoveries.

Nevertheless, our methods have limitations. One main shortcom-
ing of the MetroSets is that the topological skeletons are not al-
ways faithful to the shapes of the underlying IVT field. There is a
trade-off between clarity and faithfulness. A higher simplification
threshold on the IVT field offers more clarity by displaying fewer
features, but straightening may cause the skeleton to deviate from
the IVT’s gradient direction. Conversely, a lower threshold with
more details leads to better alignment between the MetroSets and
the shape of the AR region, but may cause visual clutter. An appro-
priate persistence threshold is typically selected using a persistence
graph [BMS∗15], where a plateau in the persistence graph indicates
a stable range of scales to separate noise from features. Automating
the selection process could be an interesting future direction.

Despite these limitations, our visualizations have proven valu-
able in assisting climate scientists with the analysis of ARDTs. This
objective also aligns seamlessly with the objectives of ARTMIP.
For future directions, we will incorporate more ARDT catalogs and
integrate our uncertainty visualization framework into an interac-
tive tool for climate scientists to explore or expand our framework
to other ensemble simulations.
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